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Courtesy of Iris Power  

Concept of Stator Core slot packing 

There are many different winding systems utilized by different manufactures. 
However, all have the common purpose to keep the stator bars /or coils tight in 
the slot. 
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Shall the stator winding be tight in the slots ?

- Thermoplastic and Thermoset  stator  winding  

- Semi-conductive side- packing  and its installation 

- “Twintone ®” winding doesn’t need separate side-packing

Several factors which influence Stator 
Wedge System relaxation : 

1. Winding crew experience 

2. Rate of Thermal Cycling Wedge System  
experiences 

3. Percent of depth packing used in total slot 

4. Wedge system used 

5. Total slot coil side force
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Side packing (trailing side of the bar ) 

Stator winding side packing

Twintone® bar design
( no side packing is necessary ) 
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Stator Wedge Tightness testing ( electronic)  
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Wedging Systems Assembly  

Radial wedge and spring - Slab wedge  and spring  

Courtesy of GE Hydro Courtesy of GE Hydro

“Piggy-back” 
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Mechanical Stress 
Effects of radial and tangential forces.

Two major current related stressors 
Radial and tangential forces acting on the conductors

- Radial 10X larger than tangential             
- Both due to current in the conductors
- Tangential forces highest at the air gap

Air gap row is 10% narrower      
than other rows

F radial

F tangential

Courtesy of GE Hydro
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Thermal Expansion ( axial & radial directions) 

 Considerable heat is generated in the stator bar or coil 
creating thermal expansion, contraction and insulation 
shrinkage:  
 Can easily loosen bars/coils in the slot, if not wedged 

properly.

 Increase in copper conductor temperature causes increase 
in coil/bar length: 
 Axial grow  could be ~ 1-2 mm
 Different thermal coefficient  of expansion  for copper 

conductor and core lamination steel causes relative 
movement between conductor and the slot  occurs and needs 
a slip plane. 

Thermal stress 

Thermal/chemical deterioration followed by conductor forces and voltage stress appears to 
be the predominate ageing mechanism.

 Bar/coil not properly bottomed in the slot when wedged 
plus insulation shrinkage and vibration           causes 
coil/bar looseness. 
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Forces acting on the Stator bars 

Maximum  Pe pressure on the top bar ( in the  
same phase) applied towards the bottom of the 
slot : 0.046 MPa 

Electromagnetic pressures (Pe) acting on the stator bar 

For 275 MVA machine  Pe [ MPa] was calculated considering dimensions of the stator slot / copper 
bar, and 2176 A current per circuit :  

Maximum Pe pressure applied towards the ripple 
spring  is 0.005 MPa and it occurs in slots with bars 
of different phases.

Under the fault ( short-circuit conditions) : 
Sub-transient currents 1/xd”=5.76 pu             Pe= 0.005 MPa x (5.672)= 0.1609 MPa towards the air gap.

Some “settling” of slot content  over time           remaining spring compression 0.53 MPa – 1.86 MPa                           
Safety Factor under this condition 0.53/0.1609 = 3.3           even if the spring is compressed <70% ,still 
the margins would be available. 
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Top and Side Ripple Springs 
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Ripple Spring Deflection measurements 

Wedge to be considered “ loose”   ( i.e. < 70% compressed )
if spring deflection measured is > 0.533 mm       

Mitutoyo ID-S112MX 
electronic Depth Gauge 
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KREMPEL Ripple Spring Deflection

When the wedge is 20% compressed
the spring deflection would be 0.36 mm 
(= 20% x 1.8 mm) and measured 1.440 mm 

thru the hole. 

When the wedge is 70%  compressed  
the spring deflection would be 1.267 mm 
(= 70 % x 1.8 mm) and depth measured
thru the hole. = 0.533 mm
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Ripple Spring  Deflection measurements 

50 wedges tested through their holes using      
Mitutoyo ID-S112MX electronic Depth Gauge       

( acceptance criteria  > 70% spring compression) 
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- When the wedge is 20% compressed , the spring deflection would be 0.36 mm (= 20% x 1.8 mm) and the 
pressure is ~ 0.3 MPa  compared to minimum required pressure  of  0.005 MPa             the SF is 60 (= 0.3 /0.005 ).

KREMPEL Ripple Spring Pressure vs Spring Deflection

- With the lowest measured ripple spring compression 0.94 mm ( or 52%), the spring pressure is 140 (=0.70/0.005) 
times greater than the maximum inward pressure of 0.005 MPa from the top bar, i.e. the Safety Factor (SF)=140 
during normal operating conditions.

Maximum inward pressure from the top bar is 0.005 MPa during normal operating conditions. 
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- The slot wedge shall have a “piggy back” wedge design.

- The slot wedging materials shall have properties equivalent to or better than NEMA G11 for Class F winding.

- Some type of “ spring follow-up “system ( a top ripple spring) to maintain continuous pressure on the winding shall be
used.

- Alternative systems to secure bars in the slots will be considered.

- A procedure to measure the integrity of the wedging system shall be included in the Insulation Manual.

- A tap test shall be performed using an accepted electronic wedge tapper on 100% wedges. During the tap test ,there
shall be no movement of wedges in any direction and the wedges shall sound solid and firm.

- Drawing with the details and dimensions of the slot content shall be included in the proposal documentation.

- Complete description of the installation procedure shall also be included.

- - All the slot packing materials in contact with the bars shall be semi-conductive
throughout their volume and to be rated to Class F.

- - The slot packing design ( both circumferential and radial) shall ensure follow-up
action on the stator coil/bar that will compensate for insulating material shrinkage. In
the circumferential direction, to maintain continuous contact between the stator
winding and core, a service-proven, resilient packing system is preferred.

- - The force exerted by the side packing system shall be sufficient to prevent the
stator coil/bar vibration caused by electromagnetic forces during normal generator
operation.

Slot Support System, including Wedges 
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Immediately  after installation:

1.  No more than 2 wedges in  any slot    
should be loose.

2. No two adjacent wedges in any slot
should be loose.

3.Neither of two wedge at each end of      
the core should be loose. 

Verify the percentage of compression of the ripple spring using deflection with 
a suitable dial depth gauge and confirm with approved “tap” test. 

Possible acceptance criteria for wedge tightness verification    

In-service machine :

1.  No more than 25% of   wedges in any slot should be loose.

2. No more than two adjacent wedges in any slot should  be loose.

3.Neither wedge at each   end of the core should  be loose. 
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